Harley compression release

Log in or Sign up. Harley Davidson Forums. Hello, I have an '09 Ultra and did the stage 2 about
12K ago. This summer I've been have the occasional starting problem hot bike. I still have the
stock heads on and I'm happy with the preformance but I'm thinking of putting in compression
releases over the winter. My question is do you think I'm better off just putting releases in my
stock heads or should I just go for something semi-performance based that already have the
releases? Thanks, HillTown Hilltown 65 , Oct 13, I dont know how your even starting the bike
without them? I'm leaning toward the manual ones because I've "heard" that the autos kicks out
the starter if the bike doesn't start on the first pass, also I think there is less to go wrong on the
maual ones. Thanks for the reply. Regards, Dan. Hilltown 65 , Oct 21, Hey guys, I too just had
the with cams upgrade due to blow by in my air cleaner. The dealer cut me a heck of deal but
that's another story. He didn't say anything about an auto compression release on mine. Trek ,
Oct 21, An alternative to drilling and tapping the heads is installing a high torque starter for
simplicity, avoiding cost and complexity Trek , Oct 22, My only other thought is that if I have the
releases then I have less strain on the starter in any situation. Thanks for the ideas.. Hilltown 65
, Oct 22, ColoSpgsMark , Oct 27, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account
now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? It can be done by you provided you take a
lot of photos, make a lot of notes, and sketch things for clarification. This looks like a typical
date code, and if true these were made in the 49 th week of My Texas Chopper was built in
August Symptoms â€” With engine running, press a finger against the silicone rubber dome
covering the release. You should not feel it moving up and down as the engine idles. It should
only open move downwards on cranking the engine. After it starts, it should no longer be
pulsing moving up and down â€” engine vibration yes, pulse no. Disconnect the connector
halves. New crimp-on fuel line clamps â€” make sure they slip over the existing and
replacement fuel lines. Fuel line clamp crimper tool I have one for my outdoor sprinkler
irrigation system I got at Home Depot. It worked fine. Cable Ties â€” 8 inch minimum length;
longer preferred. Diagonal Cutters â€” to clip cable ties. Electrical tape - to hold washer onto nut
when reinstalling gas tank hardware. Take from all angles. Gas tank removal 2. CR removal 3.
CR installation 4. Close petcock. Using a fuel line clamp, clamp off the line from petcock to fuel
filter. Remove fuel line from filter probably a worm gear clamp , insert line into a container of
sufficient volume to hold the amount of gas in your tank, and drain. Alternatively, if line is not
long enough, either extend it into a gas container or remove fuel line at carb from the fuel filter
as this may be long enough to reach a container. Drain the tank. Remove filter and line from
carb as an assembly, leaving the supply line from petcock to filter still crimp-clamped to the
petcock. Protect and remove chrome coil cover 1 screw at top, 2 at bottom. Protect chrome
cover and set aside. TIP â€” an empty and dry water bottle cut down with scissors to fit under
these fittings works well. Pour gas into container. Drain lines and Petcock. Protect the chrome
petcock and hardware. In this photo, I have rotated the left hose upwards so you can see how
AIH positioned the crimp-on clamp. Later during reinstallation, I opted to position the crimp
facing more towards the rear fender in order to allow the hose to lay flat against the bolt once
installed. Worked perfectly! Remove the two rear hex nuts and washers from the lower end of
tank. Removing the nuts is easy â€” but aligning them along with the washers for re-installation
is a whole different story! Protect painted tank for removal â€” place a towel over the front end
of tank as it gets close to frame and handlebars. TIP - Setup foam pads on shop floor or
padding, towels, etc. If you did not plug the three tank fittings, residual fuel will spill. Using two
hands, with one reaching under the front of tank and gripping it and the tunnel and other hand
at bottom of tank I found this easier to do standing on left side of bike , tilt up rear of tank then
slightly lift up front and slide tank up and downwards and off the backbone. TIP - With the tank
off, take photos of how and where all connectors along the backbone are located and their
numbering. This is important to note should you ever need to reference the connector
numbering on the schematics to where they are physically located on your bike. Also note that
each connector pair shares the same number with a different alpha. For example, connector 40B
is the wiring harness half of the connector and 40A goes to the devices. TIP â€” While the tank
is off you need to do the following to ensure reassembly of the tank hardware is not
compromised by cables and tubing. Take the extensions and sockets you used to remove the
hardware and place a nut into the sockets. Place a washer atop the nut rounded edges facing
the nut, flat corners against the mounting. Now take some electrical tape and wrap it around the
socket such that the tape just comes up the side edges of the washer. Nail polish is not strong
enough and super glue may or may not hold well with a metal to metal bond. Now that you have
a secure washer and nut, place it into your socket with extension. Once the tank is on it is quite
difficult to align the washer and nut to the stud. Just under the back bone and cable- tied to this
piece are two connectors and one of them is the four pin connector for the CRs. Reference

above 4th from left photo. Note, each rocker box cover consists of two pieces â€” a short top
piece half and a deeper bottom half. Only the top thin half needs to be removed. Protect both
top and bottom for each cylinder. Repeat for five of the six hex head cap screws from the rear
rocker cover. I used one which is no more than 1 inch high tip and wrench and that would not
clear the frame once the screw gets backed out quite a ways. A ball-end hex wrench may also
work. Finish with a wire brush. If you do NOT remove previous hardened thread lock, you run
the risk of stripping out the threads in the rocker box cover holes. TIP â€” Sketch, take notes,
and photograph how the connector is assembled. Note - The CR connector harness side has
two red wires and two black wires; leave this connector intact. A red and black pair feeds a CR.
This is important to know when you begin to reassemble the CR connector half. The Deutsch
connector wired to the CRs consists of four pieces: The black wires with crimped-on pins
Below, 3rd from left. Below, 4th from left The rigid orange plastic retainer; note orientation with
respect to latch on the black connector shell. Pull the orange retainer straight out; not much
force is necessary. Above, left-most photo TIP â€” Sketch, take notes, and photograph how the
inside of the connector appears. NOTE â€” make note of the metal pins and how the small
cylindrical portion of each individual pin is held in place by a very tiny black tab inside the black
connector shell. These tiny tabs latch the pins in the socket so they cannot back out of the shell
before or after mating the two connector shell halves. TIP â€” you will need a tiny, thin, flat
blade screwdriver or comparable tool to release the pins from the tabs. For this type connector,
I have a small screwdriver I modified; I ground it not only narrow, but thin. Using a possibly
modified small screwdriver, GENTLY deflect back the tabs to unlatch a pin while at the same
time gently pulling the wire and its pin free from the shell. With my modified tool, I use a
technique where I insert the tool and in one motion I twist while slightly pushing down on the
blade â€” the twisting moves the pin lock back and the pushing moves the pin below the lock.
This reduces strain on the wire and its crimped pin - and prevents damage. Each compression
release has its own pair of wires sleeved most likely with heat shrink tubing. Then both CRs
sleeved wiring is inside yet a third layer of heat shrink. Remove this outer piece to separate
each CR and its wiring. Compression Release Extraction â€” Overview - Each compression
release must be loosened, removed, and its heat shrunk wiring pulled free. Remove the silicone
rubber cap. If stuck grab it and rotate, rock it etc. If still stuck, pull it. As you extract the old
wiring, you are inserting a length of wire which will later be used to pull through the new wiring.
Detach the pull wire and leave it in place. It is necessary only during CR installation. Lower the
top half and rotate to engage the lower half. Repeat for the front CR, using a 6 inch extension. I
removed the heat shrink and found it far easier to route the wiring without heat shrink â€” be
sure to keep the two wires parallel without crossing the wires as this allows for both easier
routing and eventual sleeving. After routing, I was able to push the heat shrink onto the wiring,
into the rocker box, up to the CR and then heat shrink the tubing. Keep the wiring tight to the
CR sidewall to make it easier to slip over the silicone cap. Installation â€” Apply anti-seize
compound to the CR threads. Insert and finger tighten the CR. Lower the top half, rotate to
engage the lower half and tighten; allow wiring to rotate as you turn the socket to prevent it
from wrapping around the CR. Above; left-most Slip over the heat shrink tubing and push it all
the way to the CR. Above; 2nd, 3rd, 4th from left Shrink the tubing. Mate the connector halves.
Secure the connector to the frame with a cable tie. Install gasket to cover. Install the cover.
Ensure hardware and all threads are free of old thread lock. Apply thread lock per AIH Service
manual, insert cap screws, and tighten. Do NOT over tighten! You can do this earlier on, but it
may get messy without the rocker covers in place. Gas Tank Installation Secure all wiring,
tubing and connectors to frame with cable ties. NOTE â€” Ensure no wiring or tubing, etc. Do a
dry run test by placing the gas tank mounting flat washer on the socket you will use and make
sure there is adequate clearance. If not, reposition the offending wiring, etc. As supplied by the
AIH factory, one wire bundle prevented hardware alignment and I had to remove the tank again
to reposition the wiring. Refer to Gas Tank Removal Reverse the removal process. Slip on
replacement fuel line clamps and crimp as you go. Make sure your throttle cables are properly
routed during gas tank installation and fuel line reattachment. Reattach the petcock at the
appropriate point in the reinstallation process. Reattach the coil cover. Reattach the fuel filter,
lines, and clamps. Add a little gas to the tank, and fire it up! Download the PDF. Compression
Release Repair. Guest Articles Obituaries. Italian Choppers. Just under the back bone and
cable-tied to this piece are two connectors and one of them is the four pin connector for the
CRs. The Deutsch connector wired to the CRs consists of four pieces: The black wires with
crimped-on pins Below 3 with a contrasting piece of paper held underneath for clarity. The
pliant orange rubber piece with four holes through which the four black insulated wires first
pass Below 2. Below 4 The rigid orange plastic retainer; note orientation with respect to latch on
the black connector shell. After routing, I was able to push the heat shrink onto the wiring 3 ,
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apply for customers who move during the Trade-Up period. See participating H-D dealer for
details. The offer only applies to Eligible Motorcycles submitted for trade-in on a new,
unregistered Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycle of greater value and not the same model. Offer is
limited to one claim per customer. The Purchaser is responsible for the difference between the
trade-in value of the Eligible Motorcycle and the purchase price of the Eligible Trade-Up
Motorcycle. Trade-in must be a vehicle in good condition and good working order. Tires,
suspension, engine, and transmission must all be within factory specifications and are subject
to inspection by the participating H-D dealer. Vehicle exterior cannot reflect neglect or abuse.
The participating H-D dealer will make the sole determination regarding whether the trade-in is
in good working condition and good working order. The purchaser is responsible for all costs of
operating and maintaining the Eligible Motorcycle prior to trade-in. This offer may not be
combined with any other promotions, offers or discounts without the express permission of
Harley-Davidson. However, qualified customers can use Harley-Davidson Financial Services
special financing promotions in conjunction with the Freedom Promise. The H-D dealer may
require documentation to substantiate this relationship before extending the offer to the spouse
or domestic partner. Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycles must be taken from dealer stock and are not
available on future motorcycle orders, deliveries or deposits outside the Trade-Up Period.
Certain models of motorcycles may not be available at some participating dealers. Valid only at
participating U. H-D dealerships. Offer not valid in Hawaii. Cannot be redeemed for cash or cash
equivalent. Offer is subject to change without notice. Void where prohibited. Financing offer is
subject to change or cancellation at anytime. Bank National Association, pursuant to a license
from Visa U. No Money Down offer is available only to well-qualified credit tier applicants. Other
terms, conditions and limitations may apply. See your Harley-Davidson dealer for details. This 7.
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right without prior notice to discontinue at any time any of the items herein or change
specifications or designs without incurring any obligation to the customer. All
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Customer must take delivery by September 30, Potential government incentives are identified
for informational purposes only. Availability and eligibility vary, may change without notice and
are beyond the control of Harley-Davidson. Eligibility and amount of credits and rebates depend
on your personal situation. Please consult your tax professional and your state or federal
agency for details and eligibility requirements. Harley-Davidson gives you the best possible
experience on the road. We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our site. By
sticking around you are agreeing to our policy. I agree.

